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Image and Imagination: 
the Byzantine Epigram as Evidence 

for Viewer Response 

Henry MAGUIRE 

Two years ago a symposium took place in London, under the title 
"British Reflections of Byzantium." This meeting was held in conjuction 
with an exhibition at the British Museum showing Byzantine art drawn 
solely from British collections. 1 The symposium explored British contacts 
with and reactions to Byzantium, from Anglo-Saxon times to the twentieth 
century. It was advertised by a flyer (fig. 1), which reproduced one of the 
objects shown in the exhibition, namely an icon of around 1400 celebrating 
the Triumph of Orthodoxy (fig. 2).2 In this painting, we see the Hodegetria 
icon of the Virgin and Child, flanked on the left by the powers responsible 
for the restoration of icons after iconoclasm, namely the Empress Theodora 
with her young son, Michael m, and on the right by the Patriarch 
Methodios accompanied by three monks. The drawing on the flyer for the 
symposium reproduces this image, but with one significant omission; the 
icon of the Virgin has been taken out, and in its place we are confronted 
with a blank space that presumably represents a mirror - a glass in which 
we, the viewers, see not Byzantium, but ourselves (fig. 1). The conceit is 
clever, and very much a reflection of its times, for in modem art historical 
discourse there has been a tendency to separate the physical characteristics 
of images from the reactions of their viewers, as if image and response were 
independent of each other. The corollary to this view, of course, is that the 
study of responses is not dependent upon the study of the forms of images, 
and vice-versa. 

1 Byzantium: Treasures of Byzantine Art and Culture from British Collections, ed. 
David Buckton (Exhibition Catalogue, British Museum, London, 1994). 

2 Ibid., 129-30, no. 140. 
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Among the recent historians of Byzantine art, I will cite the work of 
four authors who have argued for a separation of image and response in 
epochs ranging from the sixth to the ninth centuries. In an influential article 
in the journal Art History, published in 1980, John Onians observed that in 
the Late Antique period, while works of art tended to become progressively 
more abstract, the descriptions of them became more vivid and detailed. In 
his own words: "later writers [that is, those of the sixth century] were 
consistently able to see more than earlier ones. . . . the later writers see 
increasing signs of natural vitality, of life-likeness [in the images]." 
According to Onians, the heightening of the late antique viewers' imagin
ative sensibilities culminated in ekphrastic descriptions of veined marble 
slabs. He noted that beholders went from "seeing virtually nothing life-like 
[in the marbles] to seeing something that explicitly represents a part of 
nature. "3 He cited, especially, the sixth century ekphraseis of the colored 
marbles of St. Sophia in Constantinople by Procopius and Paul the 
Silentiary. These authors read into the variegated stones an astonishing 
range of natural images: mountains, meadows and seas, as well as rocks, 
flowers and waves. Onians commented that the later writers: "give the 
impression that they can genuinely make more out of the same or less visual 
information. "4 

Somewhat similar conclusions were reached by Leslie Brubaker, in an 
article published in Word and Image in 1989. Brubaker based her analysis 
upon ninth-century descriptions of martyrdom scenes by lgnatios the Deacon 
in his Life of Tarasios. She compared the descriptions by Ignatios with 
paintings of martyrdoms in a ninth-century manuscript, the Paris Gregory, 
and saw a disjunction between the vivid emotionalism of the Byzantine 
writer's responses and the static quality of the images. She argued that the 
tradition of the images - that is, of portrayals of martyrdom, - had remained 
static since Early Christian times, while the viewers' responses had changed. 
"Ignatios's new rhetoric," she said, "reflects a changed way of seeing ... 
rather than a dramatic shift in the images themselves. "5 She also claimed: 
"Byzantine perception of art seems ... increasingly an emotional response, 
based not on what is seen, but what is imagined. "6 

In 1991 an article on Ekphrasis was published by Liz James and Ruth 

3 John Onians, "Abstraction and Imagination in Late Antiquity," Art History 3 
(1980), 1-23, esp. 11-12. 

4 Ibid., 8-12. 
5 Leslie Brubaker, "Perception and Conception: Art, Theory and Culture in Nintb

Century Byzantium," Word and Image 5 (1989), 19-31, esp. 23. 
6 Ibid., 25. 
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Webb, again in the journal An History. Here, too, the authors severed the 
reaction of the viewer from the physical appearance of the object and argued 
for the primacy of imagination in the medieval viewer's reception of the 
image. They maintained that the Byzantine ekphraseis gave a psychological 
or a spiritual truth rather than an accurate description of the object. In their 
words: "What we can reconstruct from ekphraseis is not the appearance of 
works of art per se but rather how they were perceived within a particular 
society and what that society thought about its art. . . . It is this unseen 
dimension that we should seek to explore through the medium of 
ekphrasis. "7 

Most recently, in an article that appeared two years ago in the Art 
Bulletin, Antony Eastmond has extended such arguments, which prioritize 
preconception over perception, to imperial images in twelfth century 
Byzantium. Eastmond drew attention to the differing interpretations of the 
same imperial images made by their creators and by contemporary viewers, 
and he argued that the viewers came with preconceptions about the meanings 
of the images, to which they fitted what they subsequently saw. I quote 
from his text: "the viewers did not look at an image in isolation and draw 
a meaning from its details, but rather ... they looked at an image and saw 
in its details confirmation of their ideas about the emperor. . . . Images did 
not simply portray the emperor, but acted as a screen onto which many 
images of the emperor were projected. "8 In other words, Eastmond is 
saying that the portraits of the emperors acted somewhat like the blank icon 
at the center of the flyer for the British symposium. 

Of course, these analyses of the Byzantine beholders' reactions to 
Byzantine art are all correct. Noone would deny that the spectator brings 
imagination to the image, and interprets it in accordance with his or her 
cultural preconceptions. But here I shall argue that the image is not simply 
inactive and inert, but that it plays a meaningful role in the process of 
response. It is not just a blank mirror, in which the viewer sees himself or 
herself, but it has its own personality, and creates a dialogue with the 
spectator. To :use a modem term, it is interactive with the viewer. I shall 
try to demonstrate this proposition with a case study, namely Byzantine 
icons of the Crucifixion and the epigrams that were inscribed upon them. 
My chronological range will be from the ninth to the fifteenth centuries; 

7 Liz James and Ruth Webb, •<To Understand Ultimate Things and Enter Secret 
Places>: Ekphrasis and Art in Byzantium," Art History 14 (1991), 1-17, esp. 14. 

1 Antony Easunond, •An Intentional Error? Imperial Art and "Mis" -Interpretation 
under Andronikos I Komnenos," The Art Bulletin 16 (1994), 502-510, esp. 508-10. 
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within this period we shall see that the poems and the images developed in 
tandem, each responding to the other. 

Before we examine the Crucifixion icons and their associated poems, 
however, it is necessary to make some general observations about the 
relationship between epigrams and art in Byzantium. That relationship was 
complex, and will detain us for a while. Some of the epigrams that we shall 
look at are still inscribed upon medieval works of art - as is the case with 
a fifteenth-century icon in the Cathedral of the Dormition at Moscow, which 
is framed on its top and its two sides by a poem which was written by the 
twelfth-century poet, Theodore Prodromos (fig. 3).9 Other epigrams now 
only survive in manuscripts, but evidently were once written upon, or were 
intended to be written upon, works of art. In the case of all these poems, 
we can propose two main types of relationship to the images that they 
accompany, or once accompanied. According to the first scenario, the 
epigram was composed without any reference to the work of art to which it 
is now attached; either it was originally written for a different work of art, 
or perhaps it was not composed in the first place for a work of art at all, but 
as an independent poem, and only subsequently was pressed into service as 
an inscription to be placed upon some object. The second scenario is that 
the poet did indeed compose the epigram on the basis of close knowledge 
of the work of art on which it is inscribed; either the poet saw the work of 
art in person, or he had it described to him, or he was even in some sense 
the author of both the poem and the art itself, being not only the poet but 
also the artist, or possibly the patron who told the artist what to make. Both 
of the two scenarios can be demonstrated; that is, in some cases we can be 
sure that the poem did not originally belong to the object upon which it now 
appears, and in others it can be shown that the epigram was composed as a 
direct response to the work of art that it accompanies. However, it must be 
said that it is usually much easier to prove that the first was the case than 
the second. 

The nonchalance with which epigrams were transferred from one context 
to another can appear astonishing today. For example, in the lavishly 
decorated New Church, cut into the rock at Tokali Kilise in Cappadocia, 

9 Michel Alpatov, "L'icone byzantine du crucifiement dans la Cathedrale de la 
Donnition a Moscou," L 'art byzantin chez Les Slaves, Deuxieme recueil dedie a la 
memoire de Theodore Uspenskij (Paris, 1932). 195-211, pl. 24; A. Frolow, "Quelques 
inscriptions sur des oeuvres d'art du moyen age," Cahiers Archeologiques 6 (1952), 163-
7, esp. 167; Vizantija, Balkan'i, Rus' Ikon'i XIII-XV vekov (Exhibition catalogue, 
Tret'jakov Gallery, Moscow, 199°I), no. 97, 255-6; Marc Lauxtermann, The Byzantine 
Epigram in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries (Ph.D. diss. Amsterdam, 1994), 58. 
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there is a poem in twenty dodecasyllable verses which runs around the 
cornice beneath the barrel vault of the nave (fig. 4). This poem names the 
donor of the tenth-century paintings, a certain Constantine, and tells us that 
its monastery was dedicated to the archangels. So far, so good. But then 
the poem goes on to list the subjects portrayed in the church: 

"He (Constantine) decorates the new foundation with venerable images, 
recording in these. . . 
[Christ] foreshowing [on Mount] Tabor; 
how He prepared the disciples with divine words; 
how on the grass He fed [the multitude] ... ; 
how on His death He went to hell for us. . . , " 

and so forth. 10 It is at this point that we discover that the list of scenes is 
quite inaccurate. As Jerphanion pointed out, in his book on the rock-cut 
churches of Cappadocia, The Feeding of the Multitude was not represented 
anywhere in the New Church, while many important episodes that do appear 
in the paintings, for example the scenes of Christ's Passion, were evidently 
omitted from the inscription. 11 Two explanations have been proposed for 
these discrepancies. Either the poem was originally written for some other 
church, and only subsequently copied onto this one; or the patron, 
Constantine, asked some poet, perhaps residing in Constantinople, to 
compose a poem for his Cappadocian church sight unseen, with the result 
that the list of scenes did not match the frescoes. 12 

The reuse of epigrams by noted poets as inscriptions for works of art 
was a relatively common phenomenon in Byzantium. The frequency with 
which epigrams were transferred from one work of art to another, and their 
concurrent appearance in manuscript collections, have led to the suggestion 

10 Kouµe'i 11eoup-yo11 EtlCOO''ll ae/3aaµ£atr;, 
-ypatf>w11 Ev avrai:, .••• 

•.• 0ot/3W,, rpo6euc11vw11 · 
c:i, rov' µa871r~ c':J11'>.tcre11 Beto~ M-yoi,· 
c:i, E'll'L xopTOU 6ie8peifle .•. 
or"'' 6i' ~µ&, 11eKpo' Et' A't6ou TPEX1J 

Guillaume de Jerphanion, Les Eglises rupestresde Cappadoce, I, 2 (Paris, 1932), 304-7; 
Ann Wharton Epstein, Tokali Kilise. Tenth-Century Metropolitan Art in Byzantine 
Cappadocia (Washington, D.C., 1986), 33, 79-80. 

11 This can be determined even though the inscription has lacunae, as there would not 
have been space to list the Passion scenes; Jerphanion, Eglises rupestres, 307; Epstein, 
Tokali Kilise, 36. · 

12 Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 36. 
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that there were collections of poems which were assembled as quarries for 
inscriptions. Marc Lauxtermann, in his recent thesis on the Byzantine 
Epigram, has proposed that poets such as Prodromos wrote collections of 
epigrams with the potential to be used as inscriptions, but without having 
any specific works of art in mind; the verses were, so to speak, produced 
non spec n . This would explain the extraordinarily rich collection of 
epigrams on the New Testament composed by Theodore Prodromos, which 
are hard to match with any known type of Byzantine illuminated manuscript 
or painted church interior. On the other hand, many of the epigrams by 
Prodromos did end up being used as inscriptions, as the icon in Moscow 
demonstrates (fig. 3). 13 

Some manuscript collections even contain multiple epigrams describing 
the same object, which may have been composed as trial pieces for the 
patron to choose from. For example, a manuscript in the library of the 
Laura monastery contains eight short dedicatory poems all devoted to a 
silver bowl that was commissioned by Constantine Dalassenos when he was 
governor of Antioch, after 1025. To judge from the titles, the eight poems 
were the work of at least two authors. We do not know who wrote them, 
except that the first of the last five epigrams, which form a closely related 
group, is attributed to a certain "eunuch." The eunuch's poems read as 
follows. 

First: "Constantine, the glory of the Dalassenoi, justly ruler of all Antioch, 
had the delightful work made for the relief of thirst." 
Second: "The delights accompany delights, as you see, and for drinking. 
For the delightful Constantine, justly the ruler of Antioch, the glory of the 
Dalassenoi, had this delight made for drinking." 
Third: "Constantine, justly the ruler of Antioch, the glory of the Dalassenoi, 
had the delightful work made with the appearance of inlaid gold." 
Fourth: "Constantine, the glory of the Dalassenoi, justly the ruler of 
Antioch, a delight in every way, had the delightful work made for 
drinking. II 
Fifth: "Oman, bearing this delightful work, this relief from thirst, in your 
hands, and drinking, wonder at Constantine the bright ruler of Antioch, the 
glory of the Dalassenoi. "14 

13 Lauxtennann, Byzantine Epigram, 56-1, 143. The Prodromos poems are found 
in PG 133, cols. 1175-1220. 

14 "ETE11Ee Tep'lr'llO'll ep-yo.,, _el, 8 ( """' &ico, 
b Kt.l'llCTTa'llTt 'llO', Aa>.aucrq11&v TO ic>.fo,, 
Ctp'X,W'll 8uca£w,, 'A'llnoxe£a, o>.11'. 
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· There are two ways to interpret this collection. Either there was a set of 
eight bowls, and a different poem was inscribed upon each, or there was 
only one bowl, and these are essentially trial pieces, from which the 
glorious Constantine was supposed to choose one. Given that the poems are 
so similar, and are simply shuffling around the same words and conceits, the 
second proposal seems the more likely. 15 In these verses what we see, in 
effect, is the Byzantine author ringing all the changes, in a somewhat 
desperate effort to fmd the right formula to please his patron. 

Many of the medieval Byzantine epigrams also ended up in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century painters' guides, where they are quoted 
as appropriate verse inscriptions, but sometimes in connection with the 
wrong scenes. For example, the eighteenth-century Painters' Manual by 
Dionysios of Phourna lists a two line poem under the heading of Christ's 
Deposition. This poem was taken from the cycle of epigrams by Theodore 
Prodromos, where, however, it appears under the heading of the Entomb
ment.16 

There is, then, ample evidence that poems were freely transferred from 
one context to another, from manuscript collections to objects, and from 

Ta TEp7r'VCt TEP'lrVOic;, we; bpcyc;, ical 'lf'poc; 'lr0'1L'V. 
ical "(Ctp To TEp7rvov TOUTo Tep'lf'voc; e ic; ?roaLv 
he11Ee KwvaTavTivoc; 'AvTwxeiar; 
&pxCJJv OLICa iwr;, Aa}\.aacrqviiw TO icMoc;. 

To 'Tepnov 'Ep-yov xp11aoico}l.hft7~ OeQL 
he11Ee Kwva'TavTivoc; 'Avnoxeiar; 
&px"'v oLKa i.wc;, AaAaacrqviiw 'TO icAeor;. 

'0 -r6tYTa Tepuor; Tep'lrvov 'Ep-yov e ir; 7roaL11 
'En11Ee KwvaTavTivoc; 'AVTwxetar; 
&,,xwv 0L1Ca iwr;, Aa}l.aacrqviiw TO icAeor;. 

Tair; aaic; ,PepCJJv, &v6pw-re, xepal ical 7ri.vwv 
TO 'TEp'lr'VO'V 'Ep-yov TOUTO, rijr; oi..Y,,r; Ctlcor;, 
KwvaTanivov 6avµal"e ri;r; • Avnoxo11 
&pxovTa Aaµ?rpov, AaAaacrqviiw To ic}l.eoc;. 

MS. 0 126; S. G. Mercati, "Epigrammi sul cratero argenteo di Costantino Dalasseno," 
Rendiconti della Pontijicia Accademia Romana di Archeologia 3 (1925), 313-16. 

15 Lauxtermann, Byzantine Epigram, 31-2. 
16 Ed. A. Papadopoulos Kerameus, Manuel d'iconographie chretienne (St. 

Petersburg, 1909), 277; PG 133, cal. l 194B. See Lauxtermann, Byzantine Epigram, 55-
8. 
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objects to objects. But what of our second scenario? Is it ever possible for 
us to be sure that a poem was composed specifically for the object to which 
it is now found attached? Clearly, poems that name the patron of the work 
have to have been to some extent tailored to that particular context, although 
even here it may be a case of an older poem being adapted, rather than a 
completely new composition. We have already seen that, at Tokali Kilise 
in Cappadocia, the poem which starts by naming both the patron and the 
dedication of the monastery goes on to give an inaccurate list of the 
paintings, suggesting that the latter part of the poem, at least, was originally 
composed for another place (fig. 4). But in those cases where the dedica
tory epigram is relatively short, and where it gives an accurate description 
of the object, we can be reasonably certain that it was indeed written for its 
present location. Such a case is provided by the frontispiece miniature of 
a twelfth-century Gospel book from Constantinople, which is now in the 
National Gallery of Victoria, at Melbourne (fig. 5). Here we see a structure 
with a double arcade framing the donor, a monk standing on the left, and 
the recipient, the Virgin holding the blessing Christ Child on her left arm. 
Fitted neatly on either side of the triangular roof are four dodecasyllable 
verses: 

"O queen of all, as mother of God the Logos, 
Theophanes is the donor and the scribe of this book 
as well as the executor of the ornaments it contains, 
Theophanes your Nazarite servant." 17 

Thus the poem gives the donor's name, identifying him as a monk 
who is both the scribe and the artist of the book, and it specifies the 
recipient of the gift as the Virgin, the mother of God. The epigram, 
therefore, can only relate to this particular image, and must have been 
written for it; indeed, it is quite possible that Theophanes himself was the 
poet. 

A famous copy of the homilies of John Chrysostom, MS. Coislin 79 in 

17 • A'llot<J(Jot 7r6DITW'll wt; 0Eoii P.i/'TT/P AO'YOV . 
6ori/p KotT' otuTo Kot l ypot,Pevt; rijt; 11'11~ £6ot; 
Kot l TW'll KotT' oturi/'11 EP'Yf:trtit; ?rouct>..µ.frrw'll, 
uot; 'llot!"tpot'iot; o tKE'TT/t; 0Eot/1°""1t;. 

Hugo Buchthal, An Illuminated Byzantine Gospel Book (Special Bulletin of the National 
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 1961), l; Nancy Patterson Sev~enko, "Close 
Encounters: Contact between Holy Figures and the Faithful as Represented in Byzantine 
Works of Art," Byzance et les images, ed. Jannie Durand (Paris, 1994), 255-85, esp. 
281. 
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the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris, illustrates the peculiar complexity of 
relationships between epigram and image that can be encountered in 
Byzantine art. The introductory miniatures of this manuscript, each of 
which portrays the same Byzantine emperor, had an unusual history. 18 

Three of these paintings originally depicted Michael VIl Doukas, who 
reigned from 1071 to 1078. After Michael VII had abdicated, these 
miniatures were reemployed. The paintings were cut out of their original 
folios, which probably had contained texts in the margins referring to 
Michael by name, and were pasted into new parchment frames. The face 
of the ruler was retouched, to make him appear as an older man with a 
longer beard. At the same time the inscriptions were changed, to identify 
him as the successor of Michael VII, Nikephoros lli Botaneiates (1078-81). 
Finally, verses were inscribed on the replacement frames of the retouched 
miniatures, so that the paintings would make suitable frontispieces to a 
volume intended for presentation to the new emperor. 19 For example, in 
the miniature which now appears on folio 2 recto of the manuscript, the 
emperor is seen on his throne, flanked above by the two imperial virtues of 
Truth and Justice, and below by four court officials, each of whom is 
identified by his titles, but not his name. The poem inscribed on the frame 
above this painting reads: 

"You hold the throne, which shines like the morning star, 
wreathed above with all the virtues. 
Beside you stand the pinnacle of those who are loyalest to you, 
chosen men, moreover noble in their soul. 
But, 0 king, may you show sympathy to the scribe, 
for he brings the utmost loyalty to your sovereignty. "20 

Clearly this poem, with its references to the throne, the virtues, and 

18 The miniatures are on folios 2r., 2v., 2 bis r., and 2 bis v. of the present 
manuscript. 

19 On the history of these miniatures, see Iohannis Spatharakis, The Portrait in 
Byzantine Illuminated Manuscripts(Leiden, 1976), 112-16; C. L. Dumitrescu, "Quelques 
remarques en marge du Coislin. 79 - Les trois eunuques," Byzantion 51 (1987), 32-45. 

20 • D<; "'"'"tP0POJI lf>ipet<; e>..al"11"01'7'a 8poJIOJI 
Tat<; CtpETa'i<; µ.CiN.CTTa ICCXTECTTEl"IJ.EvOJI. 
IlapfoTaTaL C10t 1rt<TTOT<i!TWJI fucportJ<;, 
&vope<; >..orac5e<;, eilre11ei<; 1/lvxfl11 11">..eo11. 
Il>..7J11 1'~ -ypaf/>011n <TVµ.?rct8~<; e>..6ot<;, cXJla~, 
'll'L<TTtJI t/>Epet -yi'xp ei.<; Tb <TOJI 11"AEt<TT17J1 icp&To<;. 

Spatharakis, The Portrait, 111. 
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the courtiers, was composed specifically for this particular image. But the 
poem does not apply to the original subjects of the image, because in this 
case the image itself was reused, and the ruler and courtiers praised in the 
verses are no longer the same individuals as the painting had originally 
portrayed. 

There are, therefore, certainly cases where the epigram interlocks with 
the physical appearance of the image and its context, in such a way that the 
image and its accompanying inscription are impossible to separate. But in 
other cases the poems had an autonomous existence; they were free to float 
from one context to another, like topoi in Byzantine literature. But poems, 
like topoi, were not necessarily reused unthinkingly. We can imagine that 
in some cases an older poem was found appropriate for a new context 
because it fitted well with the physical characteristics of the object in 
question; an example of this type of reuse is provided by an extant fresco 
in the church at Asinou, on the island of Cyprus, which depicts the trial of 
the Forty Martyrs of Sebasteia, freezing to death in the lake (fig. 6). It 
formed part of a cycle of paintings donated by a local official, Nikephoros 
Magistros, in 1105-6. In the fresco we see the half-naked martyrs in 
various uncomfortable poses, while above them appear their crowns of 
martyrdom, miraculously suspended in the sky. Between the martyrs and 
their crowns is written a four line poem describing the image: 

"Winter it is that causes pain, flesh it is that suffers here. 
If you give your attention, you will hear even the groans of the martyrs. 
But if you do not hear them, they are steadfastly enduring the violence (of 
the cold). 
They look to their crowns, not to their toils. "21 

This poem is certainly very appropriate to the image at Asinou, for the 
fresco graphically shows the suffering flesh of the martyrs, who hug 
themselves for warmth. One of the martyrs, depicted third from the left in 
the second row from the top, even covers his mouth with his hand, as if to 
stifle the groans that are mentioned in the poem. At the same time, two of 
the martyrs at the top point upwards, as if, in the words of the last verse; 
they were looking "to their crowns" and "not to their toils." However, the 

11 XELµw11 TO Atl'll"OVll. 11Ctp~ TO rfu7xo11 Ell8a6E. 
1iP011X.Wll OucOVl1ELc; Kat t1TE11oryµoilc; µapripr.r.111. 
E i. 6' ouK iiucovCTIJ, KapTEpov11L riJ11 fJi.a11, 
rpoc; Ta 11TEt/>1/ /jAE7rOJITEc;. OU 7rpoc; Toilc; 'll"OJIOllc;. 

Henry Maguire, "The Depiction of Sorrow in Middle Byzantine Art,• Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers 31 (1977), 125-174, esp. 152, note 156. 
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poem inscribed on the fresco was not composed for this particular painting, 
for it also survives in manuscript collections, and may be attributed either 
to the tenth-century poet John Geometres, or to John Mauropous, who wrote 
in the eleventh century. 22 One might be tempted to propose that the 
painter at Asinou based his version of the martyrdom on the poem, rather 
than the other way around, were it not for the fact that the features in the 
image that match the poem the most closely, especially the gestures of the 
martyrs, can all be found in other Byzantine portrayals of the scene. We 
can, then, only propose that whoever chose this poem for this location 
selected it as a particularly felicitous match to the composition of the 
painting, which followed an established iconography. 

In other cases, a reused epigram might not be appropriate to the physical 
appearance of the work of art, but it might still be relevant to the image in 
a larger sense, conveying its context or its spiritual meaning. For an 
example of this kind of appropriateness of content, we can turn to another 
epigram at Asinou, which was inscribed in the fourteenth century around a 
fresco of the Virgin Platytera painted over the doorway leading from the 
nartbex of the church into its nave (fig. 7).23 In the fresco, the Virgin 
raises her two hands in prayer, while a medallion containing the bust of 
Christ Emmanuel is superimposed over her chest. The inscription consists 
of two dodecasyllable verses: 

"How is he who holds together all judgments, 
held as a babe in a virgin's arms?"24 

This poem is similar to another that is contained in a tenth century 
manuscript in the Bodleian Library at Oxford: 

"The babe who holds all things, and who of old alone 
brought forth the ages, 
desires (her) lap as if he were on a throne; 
he who sets in place the whole of creation with his band, 

22 Lauxtermann, Byzantine Epigram, 59, 141-4. 
23 W. H. Buckler, "The Church of Asinou, Cyprus, and its Frescoes," Archaeologia 

83 (1933), 327-50, esp. 334ff.; M. Sacopoulo, Asinou en 1106 et sa contribution a 
l'iconographie (Brussels, 1966), 11; David Winfield, "Hagios Chrysostomos, Trikomo, 
Asinou. Byzantine Painters at Work," Praktika tou protou diethnous Kypro/ogikou 
Synedriou, II (Nicosia, 1972), 285-91. 

24 • (} 11'&c; ;, 'll'WTWJI av11exi1c; Tc;,11 ICpLµCrrWJI 
(3pel/Joicp0t.Tei. Tott 1r0tp8e11uc0t."ic; WhEJ10t.Lc;; 

Buckler, "Asinou, • 336; Henry Maguire, Art and Eloquence in Byzantium (Princeton, 
1981), 56-7. 
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is embraced by human hands .... " 25 

We can see, then, that the inscribed epigram at Asinou, while it reproduces 
a topos, does not give an accurate description of the physical appearance of 
the fresco, for in the image the Virgin does not actually hold her Child, as 
the verses state. But in a general sense the poem is true to the image and 
its context, for in the lunette opposite this fresco, over the western door of 
the narthex, there is a portrayal of the Last Judgment, including the throne, 
the river of fire, and the angel blowing the last trump (fig. 8).26 Thus, in 
this case, the function of the inscribed verses was not just to describe the 
image, but to expand upon its context, and to provide a commentary 
evoking the paradox of the incarnation in relation to the Last Judgment. 

From these and other examples of the discriminating reuse of epigrams, 
we can conclude that the very process of inscribing a particular poem on a 
particular work of art was an act of viewer response. Whoever chose the 
poem believed that it was in some way appropriate for the object. 
Therefore, it is valid to use these epigrams as evidence for the responses of 
viewers to images at different moments in time, even if the poems 
themselves were much older than the objects to which they were attached. 

After these general remarks about the relationship of the inscribed 
poems and their objects, it is time to tum to our case study, namely the 
responses of Byzantine viewers to images of the Crucifixion. Our series of 
Crucifixion epigrams begins with the icon in figure 9, which is framed on 
four sides by verses. This panel painting, which is at Mount Sinai, is 
generally dated to the second half of the ninth-century, a period when the 
iconography of the Crucifixion was in a state of flux in Byzantine art. 27 

If we compare the inscribed icon with an approximately contemporary 

2S ·Exo11 T0t ?ravTa 1CoA11"011 c:i, 8po11"' 7rEAEL 
{3pEl/>o(; ?ra>.a&011 TEEa11 ai.w11a(; p.011011 
7ro8ei. {3poTELClL(; ;l(EpaiJI iJ-yKaALUJ!.EllOll 
TO XELPL n,11 aup.?raaa11 E~p&f'o11 ICTLO'Lll 0 

MS. Barocci 50; ed. Robert Browning, "An Unpublished Corpus of Byzantine Poems," 
Byzantion 33 (1963), 297. 

26 Buckler, "Asinou," 338. 
n Kurt Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai, The Icons, I, 

From the Sixth to the Tenth Century (Princeton, 1976), 82-3, no. B51; Kathleen 
Corrigan, "Text and Image on an Icon of the Crucifixion at Mount Sinai,• The Sacred 
Image East and West (Illinois Byzii.ntine Studies 4), eds. Robert Ousterhout and Leslie 
Brubaker (Urbana, 1995), 45-62. 
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painting of the Crucifixion in the Khludov Psalter in Moscow (fig. 10),28 

we find that at this time there were several variations in the image, which 
are generally signs of the humanity or the divinity of Christ. Specifically, 
at this period, in the ninth century, Christ may be shown either naked except 
for a loin cloth, as in the icon (fig. 9), or fully clothed in a colobium (fig. 
10); his eyes may either be closed in death (fig. 9), or open, as if he were 
alive (fig. 10); and his head may either be virtually upright (fig. 9), or 
bowed in suffering (fig. 10). The gestures made by the two bystanders also 
may vary at this time. In figure 9 St. John points at Christ, as if he were 
bearing witness, while in other icons of this period he cups his right hand 
to his cheek, as a sign of sorrow and weeping - as may be seen in another 
ninth-century icon on Mount Sinai. 29 In the inscribed icon the Virgin 
touches her lips with her left forefinger, a gesture which indicates troubled 
thought rather than grief, as Kathleen Corrigan has pointed out. 30 In other 
Crucifixion scenes of the ninth century the Virgin either presses her hand 
against her cheek, 31 or holds it up under her chin, signs of weeping or 
sorrow.32 

The verses inscribed around the icon in figure 9 match the choices 
made by the painter. First, the verses stress the fact that Christ is dead, 
which is indicated in the image by the closed eyes and possibly by the loin 
cloth. Secondly, the poem does not speak of grief or sorrow, but stresses 
the fearfulness of the sight. Here is the translation: 

"Who will not be confounded, be in fear, and tremble 
when he sees you, 0 Savior, dead upon the cross, 
who rends the garment of mortality, 
but is protected by the robe of incorruption. "33 

21 Moscow, State Historical Museum, MS. 129, folio 67r.; John R. Martin, "The 
Dead Christ on the Cross in Byzantine Art," in Late Classical and Mediaeval Studies in 
Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr., ed. Kurt Weitzmann (Princeton, 1955), 189-96, 
esp. 190, fig. 3. 

29 Weitzmann, Icons, 79-83, no. BSO, pl. 105-6; Corrigan, "Text and Image," 49. 
30 Corrigan, "Text and Image," 49. 
31 Ibid., fig. 15 (Mount Athos, Pantokrator Monastery, MS. 61, fol. 98r.). 
32 Weitzmann, Icons, 79-83, no. B50, pl. 105-6; Corrigan, "Text and Image,• 49. 
33 Tt~ ov ic>.0J1Ei1'm ical l/iofJeiTat ical. TPEµ.Et 

erl ~6>.011 u£ J1eicpoJ1, w u&mp, {J>.e'lrwJI 
P'1/"(JlllJl1'a ?'OJI xemiwa rij~ JIEICPWO'EW~ 
• Al/i8apul.a~ oe rij 0'1'o>.1"j uice7rauµEJ1011; 

Corrigan, "Text and Image," 50, and 59, note 23. 
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These verses, with their emphasis upon the fearsomeness of the sight, can 
be compared with a description of the image of the Crucifixion by a 
contemporary Byzantine writer, Ignatios the Deacon. Ignatios's description 
is contained in his Life of Tarasios, and comes after his passage devoted to 
martyrdom scenes that I referred to earlier. Ignatios wrote: 
"Seeing Him (that is, Christ) nailed in the flesh on the scaffold and given 
vinegar to drink on a sponge and bile, and pierced in his side by a lance, 
and pouring forth life-giving springs, I tremble and all of me shrinks back, 
and I honor his inscrutable and horrendous abasement and I admire 
exceedingly the sea of his forbearing and long suffering. "34 

Even though Ignatios does refer to the suffering of Christ at the end of his 
description, his emphasis is very much upon the awesome nature of the 
event, rather than on pain and grief. The painting of the Sinai icon, 
therefore, and its inscription, express one type of response to the Crucifixion 
that was current in the ninth century, a response of amazement and fear. 
We shall see that in subsequent centuries this particular response died out, 
while another response gained ascendancy, which demanded from the 
spectator not fear and trembling, but participation in the grief and sorrow 
invoked by the Passion. 

Our second example comes from the tenth century; it is the ivory 
triptych seen in figure 11, which is now in the Cabinet des Medailles at 
Paris, and which is usually dated to the tenth century. The inscription under 
the feet of Christ is a single dodecasyllable line: "As flesh you have 
suffered, as God you release from sufferings. "35 Here, then, the verse is 
concerned not with the awesome nature of the event, but more with Christ's 
suffering. On the other hand, the angels above the cross spread the palms 
of their hands, bending one hand back at the wrist, which is often a gesture 

34 ~011 Ell i.icpic,J aapK.a ica871}\ofJµe11011 (3AET"111 ical o~ot; a?rO"f'YctJ ical XOAT,11 
rontoµe11011 ical riJ11 TAEupav AO'YXV 11uaa6µe11011 K.al Ta s"'oroc.Oc fj}\uaTicJl011Ta 
116tµaTa, tf>piTT"1 ical oAot; E~iaTaµaL ical riJ11 WE~LXJ1iaaT011 -yepaip"111 ical 
tPPIJf.riJ11 ailTou au-yicaT{xfJaaLJI K.al Tijt; a11e~L1C6ticou µaK.po8uµiat; TO reAa-yot; 
ilrepfryaµat. 
I. A. Heike!, Ignatii Diaconi Vita Tarasii archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani (Acta 
Societatis scientiarium fennicae 17, Helsinki, 1891), 416. 

3S + . Ot; a(xp~ 'll"E'lrOl/8at;' wt; 8eot; ra8"111 AUELt;. 
Adolph Goldschmidt, Kurt Weitzriiann, Die byzantinischen Elfenbeinskulpturen des X.
Xlll. Jahrhunderts, II (Berlin, 1934), 37, no. 39. 
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of astonishment. 36 One could say that the element of sorrow is most 
clearly expressed in the ivory's inscription, while the amazement is 
expressed by the gestures of the angels. In some ways, the ivory matches 
the tenth-century description by Constantine the Rhodian of the Crucifixion 
scene in the church of the Holy Apostles. In describing this mosaic, 
Constantine refers both to the amazement caused by the event, and to the 
suffering felt by its participants. He wrote: 

"What man, even if he had a heart of stone, 
upon seeing the image of the Passion, 
and such violence against the Lord, 
would not be amazed in his spirit, 
as he beholds this altogether astonishing event. "37 

Then he goes on to describe the Virgin and St. John mourning beside the 
cross. He characterizes them as: 

"The holy Virgin mother seeing these things, 
and the disciple present with her at the Passion, 
and crushed in his heart -
- the mother herself weeping out of sympathy, 
streaming with tears and crying out ungovernably. "38 

36 Compare, for example, the gestures of the two angels flanking the enthroned 
Virgin in the early eighth-century icon of the Madonna della Clemenza in the church of 
S. Maria di Trastevere, Rome, where the framing inscription refers to the "stupentes 
angelorum principes"; Hans Belting, Likeness and Presence (Chicago, 1994), 126, pl. 
II. 

37 T£, ov11 NDwo11 icap6£a11 icEicrqµe110,, 
0Ta11 11"poa£c5ot Toii Il6dJ011' riJ11 E tic611a 
ICCllL n,11 TOaoWrqll ufjptll Ei' TOii c5ea'l'01"flll, 
µiJ 66tµ.{3o, EilBiJ' fllc5011 Ev rij 1C0tpc5£qt 
axoi.11, {3>.Erw11 -ye Tpiryµ.a 7r&vrq '1'011 Ee11011, 

Emile Legrand, "Description des oeuvres d'art et de l'eglise des Saints ApOtres de 
Constantinople: Poeme en vers iambiques par Constantin le Rhodien," Revue des Etudes 
Grecques 9 (1896), 32-103, esp. 63. 

38 ical Taii6' bpwcn" µ.71Tpo' irrvii' rap6e11011 
ical Toii µ.a611Toii auµ.T0tpo11To' Teti IlciOEt, 
/COit C111llTp£{3011TO' riJ11 EallTOV ICC11p6fo11, 
0tii1fi, c5E µ1]Tpo, auµr0t6~ µ11poµE1111, 
60t1Cpvppoo6fJT/' "°' l f3o6i_tJT/' aaxeTw' 

Ibid., 64. 
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The ivory and its inscription, therefore, illustrate one type of response 
to images of the Crucifixion that was current in the tenth century, in which 
awe and sympathy were present in equal measure. 

This balance shifts in the next poem that we shall consider, which is one 
of a series of ten epigrams composed in the eleventh century by I ohn 
Mauropous to accompany large panel paintings of the major feasts. 
Unfortunately these paintings no longer survive, so we will have to make 
visual reference to other eleventh century Crucifixion scenes. The poem of 
I ohn Mauropous is too long to read in its entirety, so I will only pick out 
certain lines which demonstrate that it places an even stronger emphasis than 
the earlier poems upon the sorrow of the Passion, and upon the viewer's 
emotional participation in that grief. In the fifth line, for example, John 
Mauropous asks: 

"And wherefore, 
when I had for long awaited you as savior of the world, 
do I now see you (nailed) as a malefactor on the cursed wood. 
Your physique has gone, you no longer have beauty. "39 

These words correspond to a completely new innovation in the iconography 
of the crucifix.ion, which seems to have become popular in the eleventh 
century, namely the portrayal of Christ's body slumped down upon the 
cross, no longer able to support itself erect. Figure 12 illustrates the 
eleventh-century mosaic at Hosios Loukas, 40 which can be contrasted with 
the earlier ivory in Paris, where Christ's body - though not his head - is still 
upright. 

John Mauropous continues: 

"Your mother laments and your beloved (disciple), 
they alone being present out of the friends you lately had. 
Your disciples are fled, and your winged servants 
circle you in vain, full of tears, 

39 Kal 7r60t:11 
uwrijpct Kouµov 7rpou60Kw11 ut: µctKpoOt:11, 
llVll ~ KctKOVp-(011 Ei.i; (xp&i; cVAOll {:f>..erw; 
furii>.Ot:11 t: l6oi; · Ka>.>.oi; ovK ext:'i; en. 

Johann Bollig, Paul de Lagarde, lohannis Euchaitorum Metropolitae quae in codice 
vaticano graeco 676 supersunt (Gottingen, 1882), 5, no. 7; see Belting, Likeness and 
Presence, 270. 

40 For the date, see Nicolas Oilconomides, "The First Century of the Monastery of 
Hosios Loukas," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 46 (1992), 245-55. 
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for they are unable to help you in your passion. "41 

Here, then, John Mauropous tells us that the cast of mourners has increased; 
in the ekphrasis of Constantine the Rhodian we had just the lamenting of the 
Virgin and St. John, but now the angels are lamenting too. This detail, 
also, can be compared with contemporary paintings, where it was a 
comparatively recent innovation. To my knowledge, the earliest surviving 
Crucifixion scene that shows angels above the cross weeping with their 
garments held to their faces is an eleventh century icon at Mount Sinai. 42 

Both of these motifs, that is the sagging of Christ's body and the weeping 
of the angels, became more frequent in twelfth century art, as can be seen 
from a fresco of around 1200, painted in the Naos of the Hermitage of St. 
Neophytos on Cyprus (fig. 13).43 Here the slackness and shapelessness of 
Christ's body is particularly emphasized. 

Another line in the poem by John Mauropous deserves to be highlighted. 
He says at one point, as he contemplates the image: 

"It is needful for me, needful to die with you, 0 benefactor, 
so that I may panake again of your awakening. "44 

Thus the viewer joins the picture, and participates in it. We shall see that 
this theme was to be developed in later poems. 

We now come to a series of four epigrams which probably all date to 
the twelfth century. They emphasize either the sorrow of the Crucifixion 
scene, or the element of viewer participation, or both. In many cases the 

41 p.ft7T/P oe 8p7111e'i Kai CTor:; irra1l'11/U"or:;, 
µ6110L 1f0Lpo11Ter:; TWP ?rpo µucpov CTOL If> i'Ac.i'll. 
~POVOOL µ.a871Tai. ICIXL 11'TEpCIJTOL o' 0 iKETOCL, 
µarr,11 '1fEPLTPEXOUCTL µ.ECTTO L oaKpVCllJI. 
oil -yap (10718E i 'II einropoiiCTL Tcjl r61JE1. 

Bollig, de Lagarde, Iohannis Euchaitorum Metropolitae quae in codice vaticano graeco 
676 supersunt, 6, no. 7. 

42 G. and M. Soteriou, EiK011Er:; rijr:; Mo,;jr:; E111& I (Athens, 1956), pl. 40. On the 
weeping angels, see Maguire, "The Depiction of Sorrow in Middle Byzantine Art," esp. 
145 with note 115. 

43 On the date, see Cyril Mango and EmestJ.W. Hawkins, "The Hennitage of St. 
Neophytos and its Wall Paintings,• Dumbarton Oaks Papers 20 (1966), 121-206, esp. 
201. 

44 iiEi yrip µ.E, oE'i, uoi CTU118a11ei11, eiJepyeTa, 
wr:; CTUp.µ.ETaCfXW rijr:; E'YEPUECIJr:; 1f'aALJI. 

Bollig, de Lagarde, Iohannis Eucliaitorum Metropolitae quae in codice vaticano graeco 
676 supersunt, 6, no. 7. 
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poets relate these responses to the specific gestures or facial expressions of 
the figures. None of these epigrams is still attached to its original image. 
The first example is from the collection by Theodore Prodromos: 

"Here Jesus, the giver of breath, gives up his breath, 
and his Virgin mother bewails her dead son, 
while the holy expounder of the mysteries, on the other side, may shed 
tears, 
Casting his beloved head tO his right, a WOnder tO behold! "45 

In this epigram, therefore, the poet reads grief into the inclined head of St. 
John, as the Evangelist stands beside the cross, opposite the Virgin. As we 
have seen in the ivory in Paris (fig. 11), in the mosaic at Hosios Loukas 
(fig. 12), and in the painting from the hermitage of St. Neophytos (fig. 13), 
this pose was, with rare exceptions, a consistent feature of Byzantine 
portrayals of the Crucifixion after the tenth century; but in several 
Crucifixion scenes from earlier periods, such as the eighth and ninth-century 
icons on Mount Sinai (fig. 9), John looks up at Christ as a witness, rather 
than down at the ground as a mourner. 46 

Another poem of the twelfth century that refers to the downcast faces 
of the bystanders was written by Eugenius of Palermo, a court poet in Sicily 
who wrote in Greek. He said: 

"It is possible for me to look at another tree 
and the death of a second Adam on the wood. 
The first (Adam) introduced sin, 
but this one set salvation against (sin). 
For it is God who accomplishes these things with his al.mighty power, 
even if the pair of virgins here stand with downcast eyes, 
bearing with pain the passion, 
and the rank of the angels laments with them. "47 

4S IIJIO,TrJI 7rJIOl.060rq' µ.EJI l;peiryETa' f118a6' 'l710'0ii'. 
µ.firqp 6' fryJIOTO/CEia JIEICPOJI O'TOJlaxi.teTa' uia" 
iryvo' 6' aV8' ETEpCJJ8e 6fucpu O'TahOaJO'' µ.U11Tfi', 
6eEmpij fJa}..I:"'" q,i.>..011 Kapa, 8aiiµ.a i61:0'8at. 

PG 133, col. 1223. 
46 Weitzmann, Icons, pp. 61-4, no. B36, pl. 89, and pp. 82-3, no. B51, pl. 107. 
47 Kal l/JUTOJI &A>..o 1Ca8op&P 1t'OtpEO'TL µ.oi 

/Cal 6euTl:pou 8&vaT011 • A6aµ. h Ev>..'*'· 
0 1rpfu'To, Ei.O'lj-ya-yE riiv aµ.apTLOIJI, 
a>..>..' ovTo' 6t11TT,11e-y1CE ri,11 O'CJJrqp I.av. 
0eo' -yap ;, 6pw11 TaiiTa ra110'8e11ei 1Cp&-m, 
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Here Eugenius of Palermo refers not only to the weeping of the angels, but 
also to a second female mourner behind Mary. It will be recalled that John 
Mauropous, in the eleventh century, saw Mary and John "alone being 
present" at the Passion. The addition of Mary's lamenting companions to 
the Crucifixion scene had already occurred in pre-iconoclastic painting, but 
the motif only became frequent in Byzantine art from the eleventh century 
onwards. 48 It can be seen in the painting from the hermitage of St. 
Neophytos (fig. 13), where two mourning women stand behind the Virgin. 

Our next example is an unpublished poem which I owe to the kindness 
of Professor Ihor Seveenko. The epigram is written in a twelfth-century 
hand in an eleventh century manuscript in the University Library at 
Salamanca (the principal text is a Catena on Isaiah). The poem reads: 

"Either the painter saw the terrible suffering of God, 
or he had the cooperation of Him who suffered. 
Or it is Christ himself who is being crucified (here), 
as the sad countenances of the women testify. "49 

Experts on ekphrasis will notice that this poem embodies a well-known 
topos, but as is often the case with Byzantine literature, the topos is 
presented with a twist. The conceit is that, for such an accurate likeness to 
have been obtained, either the artist visited God, or God visited the artist. 
The original form of the topos is found in an epigram in the Greek 
Anthology by the poet Philip, which describes the statue of Zeus at 
Olympia. It reads: 

"Either God came from heaven to earth to show you his image, 
Pheidias, or it was you who went to see God. "50 

"a,, it ~vvwplc; rap8evw11 Twv iv8a6E 
Eu'TTf 1Cot1"fliP~c;, 6va!/Jopovaa Tiji 7r6fJEt, 

"°'' auaTEvatv T~tc; it Twv lrr'YE>.wv. 
M. Gigante, Eugenii Panormitani versus iambici (Palermo, 1964), no. 13. 

48 Maguire, "The Depiction of Sorrow in Middle Byzantine Art,• 144-5. 
49 RH !/JpucT011 e !Se f'""'fp&q,oc; 0Eov 7r68oc;, 

Ti Tov 7r0t8011Toc; eaxE ri,11 au11Ep"fl.ot11, 
Ti XptaToc; avToc; iO"Tlv iaTOllJpWp.Evoc;, 
we; i, 'YVJIOtUCWv p.otpTVpE i UICU8pW7rO'TTf<;. 

Salamanca, University Library, MS. 2722, fol. 11 v. 
50 RH 0eoc; ~M' E7rt -y;;,, E~ ovpavov, EL/COJIOt oei~WJI 

~et6 ia' 7j av 'Y' ef311c; TOii 0EOll 0Y,op.E11oc;. 
Anthologia Palatina, XVI, 81; on ihe topos, see Cyril Mango," Antique Statuary and the 
Byzantine Beholder," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 17 (1963), 66-7. 
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It will be noted, however, that in this Byzantine poem on an image of the 
Crucifixion, a third alternative is presented. That is, either the artist saw 
God, or God cooperated with the artist, or, and this is the addition, Christ 
is actually present in the picture, and the proof of this is the sad expressions 
of the mourning women. In other words, the weeping women prove not just 
the realism of the work, but its reality. The real presence of Christ means, 
of course, that he can respond to the viewer's prayer. We have moved, 
therefore, from the aesthetics of the image to its function. Like our poet, 
artists of the twelfth century liked to emphasize the 11 sad countenances of the 
women," as can be seen in a detail from the late twelfth-century mosaic of 
the Crucifixion at San Marco, in Venice (fig. 14).51 

The fourth epigram in this group describes the inclination of Christ's 
head, seeing it not only as a sign of His own suffering, but also as an 
assurance of His response to the viewer, who is thus once again drawn into 
the image. The poem comes from the collection in Codex Greek Z 524, in 
the Marciana library in Venice. The manuscript belongs to the thirteenth 
century, but the date of the epigram may be somewhat earlier, perhaps 
twelfth century, in common with several other poems in the collection. I 
will quote the last lines of the epigram, which records the donation of a 
silver-gilt revennent to an icon of the Crucifixion by one Leo Mesarites. 

"Lo! I beautify (the head) that formerly was crowned with thorns .... 
But you, who have inclined your head on the cross, 
as if you were saying "Come unto me all ye ... 11 (Matth. 22,4), 
now incline it to me as I beseech you, 0 Logos, 
and with your nod accept my entreaty, 
and by withdrawing the thorns of my sufferings, 
grant that I may rejoice in the green shoots of divine delight. 1152 

The poet's emphasis on the inclination of Christ's head corresponds to 

51 Otto Demus, The Mosaics of San Marco in Venice, I (Chicago, 1984), 203, fig. 
340. 

S2 

~v o' f%>..>..' o ic>..i.11at; ri/11 icel/la>..T,11 Ell Ev~ 
ica i .6.eiiTe 1rpot; µe 'lr&J!Tet; Wo'repEi t/lp&uat; 
alToii11n icai 11ii11 ic>..i11011 airrf,11 µ.ot, M'YE, 
ical icaTa11e6w11 ri/11 rap0ac>..11at11 Mxov, 
l:µw11 ot ra8&v Tat; l:vc6w8at; l:icarl%aat; 
Bel.at; Tpvt/li/t; oat; l:llTpvt/liXP µe rij xMv. 

S.P. Lampros, Neos Hellenomnemon 8 (1911), 39, no. 73. 
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developments in art. While this motif was introduced into Byzantine 
iconography as early as the sixth century, it tended to be exaggerated in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries. The head becomes not merely inclined, but 
it is slumped onto the chest, and even hanging to one side, as can be seen 
once more in the painting at the Hermitage of St. Neophytos (fig. 13). The 
late twelfth-century painting can be contrasted in this respect with the tenth
century ivory in Paris (fig. 11). In the case of our poem, the inclination of 
the head is related to Christ's acceptance of the viewer's request - the 
viewer is definitely brought into the picture. 

The last of my examples belongs to the very end of the Byzantine 
period; it is the fifteenth century icon in the Cathedral of the Dormition in 
Moscow, with which we started (fig. 3). The epigram that is written around 
the frame of this icon comes, as we saw, from the twelfth-century collection 
of poems by Theodore Prodromos, but it has some significant additions. 
There appear to have been six verses, which are now partially effaced. 
They read: 

1) "You were insulted, you were insulted, you were beaten .... " 
2) "Let yourself be tortured, be nailed to the wood, drink the gall." 
3) "By the impious .... " 
4) " ... here, then, Savior, suffer, 
5) and die for the sake of man who dies, 
6) in order that you may resurrect the. . . . "53 

Even though the inscription on the icon has some lacunae, enough remains 
to show that it quotes the quatrain by Prodromos practically word for 
word. 54 However, the fifteenth-century inscription adds two more lines -
numbers three and six - which, even though they are incomplete, appear to 
ref er to two details of the icon that are characteristic of later Byzantine art, 
and that would not have been present in a typical crucifixion scene of the 
twelfth century, the time of Prodromos. One of these added lines mentions 
the impious, and thus may refer to the crowd of passers-by who come out 
from the gates of Jerusalem on the right of the painting to insult Christ. 

S3 "Erir,(877,, EriJx877~. Eppoc1rtl1871, ... 
KEJITOU, 'IC'P011"7AOU r4' ~ii~ xo>..i111 '!rLJIE 

v'lra &Poµ.wv .•• 
• •. lieiipo -yoii11 EWrep, '!rfxlJE, 

KOCl 8vTJITKE TOV 00CJIOJITO' l:t118p6J1rOIJ Xci!pLJI 
hoc E'YELP11' rov.... . 

Frolow, ~Quelques inscriptions sur les oeuvres d'art du moyen age," 167. 
S4 Jbid. 
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This is a detail found especially in late Byzantine icons and wall-paintings 
of the crucifixion, such as the fourteenth century fresco in the church of 
Staro Nagoricino. ss The second interpolated line evokes the resurrection, 
and thus relates to the subsidiary scene of Peter coming to the empty tomb, 
which is shown in the lower right-hand comer of the panel. Again, the 
addition of such subsidiary subjects in the margins of feast icons was a 
feature of later Byzantine icons of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.s6 

Already in the thirteenth-century fresco of the Crucifixion at Sopoeani, there 
are portrayals of the dead rising from their tombs in the lower left and right
hand comers of the scene.57 Thus the epigram by Prodromos was, in a 
sense, updated to match the more crowded compositions typical of 
fourteenth and fifteenth century Byzantine art. Here the viewer's response 
evidently required something more than the original poem provided. 

In summary, these poems attached to icons of the Crucifixion give us 
a kind of development. At first, in the ninth and to some extent in the tenth 
century, there was an emphasis on the amazing nature of the event, upon 
responses of fear and awe. But then, in the tenth and increasingly in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries, this gave way to a stress on suffering. The 
pain of Christ, of Mary, of John, of the holy women, and even of the 
angels, was seen by the authors of the poems in the gestures, postures, and 
expressions of the painted figures. At the same time, there was a more 
personal involvement of the viewer in the actuality of the event, and in the 
suffering that was for his or her own sake. These responses were related 
by the poets to newly introduced details in the images, such as the weeping 
angels, the slumped body, and the inclined heads of St. John and Christ. 
Thus the images and the inscribed texts developed in tandem; the artists 
were introducing or emphasizing those details that viewers found the most 
speaking. Conversely, even if a text was reused, it might be up-dated to fit 
the new realities of the image. 

This small sampling shows that the Byzantine epigrams provide us with 
valuable evidence of viewer response. Unlike those ekphraseis that were 
delivered as rhetorical speeches, often as public panegyrics of the patron, 

SS Gabriel Millet, La peinture du moyen age en Yougoslavie, m (Paris, 1962), pl. 92, 
1. 

56 Compare the fourteenth-century icon of the Anastasis in the Walters Art Gallery 
of Baltimore, which has a depiction of the Women at the Tomb in the lower margin of 
the panel; Thalia Gouma-Peterson, "A Byzantine Anastasis Icon in the Walters Art 
Gallery," The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 42-3 (1984-5), 48-60, fig. 1. 

11 Vojislav J. Djuric, Sopocani (Leipzig, 1967), pl. 16. I owe this reference to the 
kindness of Natalia Teteriatnikov. 
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for the icons on which they now appear, they demonstrate clearly that the 
viewer's imagination and the forms taken by the images were interdepen
dent. It is true that what mattered in these epigrams was more often 
psychological and spiritual truth rather than scientific accuracy of descrip
tion. Nevertheless, as the psychological and spiritual truths sought by the 
viewers changed over time, so the images changed too; there was a 
reciprocal process between the images and the viewers' imaginations, with 
each working on the other. The image was not just a passive screen, 
waiting for projections from the viewer, but it was interactive. If it had 
been the viewer who provided all of the meaning, irrespective of the 
appearance of the image, then it is hard to explain why artists should have 
bothered to alter their images to match the changes in their viewers' 
imaginations that are evidenced by the poems. There must have been a 
process of natural selection, according to which those types of images and 
verses prevailed that best responded to the demands of viewers at particular 
moments in time - so that, for example, more sorrowful evocations of the 
Crucifixion were more popular in the twelfth century. At the same time, the 
inscriptions, with their appeal to significant innovations in the images, 
suggest that the spectators actively responded to the stimulus of art. The 
viewers found the images that best matched their imaginations to be more 
satisfying, because those images reached out to them, helping them to see 
what they wanted to see, like the miraculous icons of the Virgin that moved 
in response to prayers. In other words, the image in the frame both 
reflected and provoked the responses of the spectators. We could even say 
that a different kind of religiosity - more intimate and more tender - was 
actively encouraged among later medieval viewers by a different kind of art. 
Therefore, I would argue that there is a picture in that empty frame, and 
when that picture changes, the responses are changing with it. It is not 
possible to completely sever the link between the icon and the spectator: 
however fertile is the imagination of the viewer, it cannot escape the 
physical reality of the image itself. 58 

58 I am grateful to Alice-Mary Talbot for her comments on an earlier draft of this 
paper. 
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Fig. 1. "British Reflections of Byzantium.• 
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Fig. 2. London, British Museum, icon. The Triumph of Orthodox~ (British Museum). 



Fig. 3. Moscow, Cathedral of the Dormition, icon. The Crucifixion (after M. Alpatov, 
"L'icone byzantine du crucifiement dans la Cathedrale de la Dormition a Moscou," L 'art 
byzantin chez Les Slaves [Paris, 1932), pl. 24). 



Fig. 4. Tokali Kilise, New Church, general view to the north (Dumbarton Oaks). 
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Fig. 5. Melbourne, National Gallery of Victoria, Gospel book, frontispiece. The Monk 
Theophanes giving his work to the Virgin (after H. Buchthal, An Rluminated Byzantine 
Gospel Book [Melbourne, 1961]). 



Fig. 6. Asinou, Church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa, fresco. The trial of the Forty 
Martyrs (Dumbanon Oaks). 



Fig. 7. Asinou, Church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa, fresco. The Virgin Platytera 
(Dumbarton Oaks). 



Fig. 8. Asinou, Church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa, fresco. The Last Judgment 
(Dumbarton Oaks). 



Fig. 9. Mount Sinai, Monastery of St. Catherine, icon. The Cn 
(reproduced through the courtesy of the Michigan-Princeton-Ale: 
Mount Sinai). 
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Fig. 10. Moscow, State Historical Museum, MS 129, fol. 67r. (Khludov Psalter). The 
Crucifixion and the destruction of icons (after M. V. Scepkina, Miniatjury Khludovskoi 
Psaltiri [Moscow, 1977]). 
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Fig. 11. Paris, Cabinet des Medailles, ivory triptych. The Crucifixion and saints 
(Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris). 
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Fig. 13. Cyprus, cave church of St. Neophytos, fresco. The Crucifixion (Dumbarton 
Oaks). 



Fig. 14. Venice, San Marco, mosaic. Mourning women from the Crucifixion 
(Dumbarton Oaks). 
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